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ABSTRACT: A poly(styrene-block-isoprene-block-styrene) (SIS) triblock copolymer with a polystyrene
(PS) cylinder morphology was processed via roll-casting to produce a near single-crystal texture.
Deformation experiments normal to the cylinder axis were carried out using synchrotron small-angle
X-ray scattering (SAXS) with the beam both parallel and perpendicular to the cylinder axis. In situ
measurement of load and displacement enabled morphological information to be mapped to the stress-
strain curve. Results indicate that the deformation proceeds in two stages. Deformation to strains of
approximately 100-130% is nearly affine. The rubber matrix extends along the stretching direction (SD)
while contraction occurs almost exclusively along the neutral direction due to the constraint imposed by
the aligned PS cylinders. A measured Poisson’s ratio of 0.9 compares favorably with a value of 1 expected
for a perfect composite. At deformations beyond 130% an X-pattern is observed at perpendicular incidence.
The angle between the arms of the X increases asymptotically, while the intercylinder spacing remains
fairly constant. The initial hexagonal pattern undergoes a continuous distortion and provides further
evidence for the deformation discontinuity in the rate of lateral contraction. The morphological observations
in reciprocal space are interpreted in terms of a kinking instability in which the plane strain state imposed
by the oriented cylinders is relieved by their kinking into a chevron pattern. The kinking transition strain
is expected to be dependent on the degree of cylinder misorientation, the shear resistance of the rubber
matrix, and the bending resistance of the PS cylinders.

1. Introduction

1.1. Motivation. Styrenic-based thermoplastic elas-
tomers (TPEs) make up approximately 50% of the
multibillion dollar TPE industry.1,2 This market is
expected to grow rapidly (8%/year) as TPEs replace
conventional vulcanates. The use of conventional ther-
moplastic processing techniques including extrusion,
injection-molding, and blow-molding is one major ad-
vantage in the application of TPEs.3 The strong flow-
fields inherent in these techniques often introduce
orientation in TPE morphology which has ramifications
for a variety of properties in the final product.4-6

Elucidation of the relationship between the oriented
morphology and the anisotropic mechanical properties
of processed TPEs is thus necessary for practical
reasons.

Styrenic TPEs are typically based on linear styrene-
diene-styrene triblock copolymers with styrene con-
tents ranging from 10% to 90% depending on applica-
tion. As the composition is varied, morphologies ana-
logous to the familiar diblock copolymer morphologies7-11

are obtained. With increasing styrene content, these are
styrene spheres in a bcc arrangement, followed by
hexagonally packed styrene cylinders, a tricontinuous
structure, and lamellae. The morphologies invert at high
(>50%) styrene content. The degree of mechanical
anisotropy depends on the symmetry and connectedness
of the styrene domains as well as the degree of micro-
structural order. With increasing styrene content, the
minority domains gain in dimensionalitysspheres as
0-D, cylinders as 1-D, lamellae as 2-D, and bicontinuous
as 3-D reinforcing structures. Recent studies have begun
to clarify the impact of morphological anisotropy in
macroscopically oriented specimens with spherical,12

double gyroid,13 and lamellar14 morphologies on me-
chanical properties. Here, we describe such an examina-
tion for the cylinder morphology deformed perpendicular
to the cylinder axis to large deformations.

1.2. Previous Work on Oriented Cylinder Mor-
phologies. As the most common styrenic TPEs, triblock
copolymers with the polystyrene (PS) cylinder morphol-
ogy (20-30 wt % PS) have been the most studied
morphology in terms of mechanical properties. However,
there are far fewer investigations on oriented cylinders.
Keller and co-workers, in a series of ground breaking
studies on extruded cylinders, made the important
connection that mechanically, highly oriented block
copolymer TPEs can be treated as nearly perfect com-
posite materials.15 A commercial poly(styrene-butadi-
ene-styrene) (SBS) (Kraton 102 Shell) with a total
molecular weight of 85 × 103 and a PS weight fraction
of 0.25 was extruded at temperatures above the glass
transition of the PS phase (Tg

PS) through an orifice
followed by annealing.16 The macroscopically oriented
samples were examined in a variety of experiments
which have been reviewed.15 The small-strain deforma-
tion behavior was described in terms of the elastic
compliance tensor for a hexagonally symmetric material.
The dependence of the sample stiffness as a function of
angle between the stretching direction (SD) and the
cylinder axis was fit using several fiber reinforcement
models.17 The structural response to applied deforma-
tion was examined using a variety of techniques mainly
for deformation parallel to the cylinder axis (strains <
120%). SAXS experiments investigated the deformation
along a direction perpendicular to the cylinders (strain
< 50%).18

One of the first uses of a reciprocating shear ap-
paratus, which consists of two parallel plates moving
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slowly with respect to one another, was to prepare
highly oriented SIS triblock copolymers for deformation
investigations.19 The samples had a near-single-crystal
texture as determined by 2-D SAXS.20 Perpendicular
deformation experiments were performed using 2-D
SAXS with the incident beam along the cylinder axis.21

Measurement of the sample and lattice dimensions in
real and reciprocal space, respectively, indicated an
affine deformation up to the highest strain investigated
(50%). Upon unloading, the sample completely recovered
to its initial state.

The first large strain (>200%) study of the oriented
cylinder morphology revealed several important obser-
vations.22 2-D SAXS with the incident beam normal to
the cylinders (Figure 1) resulted in a four-point pattern
at deformation g 130%.23 This distinctive pattern was
interpreted as a zigzag arrangement of bent cylinders,
the degree of bending increasing with deformation.
Viewing along the cylinder axis yielded additional
information about the 3-D nature of the deformation.
The hexagonal pattern distorts, so that all reflections
along the SD and perpendicular to the SD move away
from and toward the origin, respectively. A schematic
representation of the 3-D diffracted intensity distribu-
tion at 130% deformation was attempted, but neither a
3-D real space model to accompany this 3-D diffraction
data nor a 3-D representation of the available diffraction
data at higher deformations (> 130%) was provided.

A second SAXS study on the oriented PS cylinder
morphology concluded that, at the highest deformations,
orientation of the bridging molecules controls deforma-
tion.24 The PS domains assume essentially the same
chevronlike configuration of bent cylinders irrespective
of the deformation direction. This universal high defor-
mation state was postulated for deformation directions
parallel, perpendicular and at 45° to the cylinder axis
on the basis of schematic 2-D SAXS patterns con-
structed from 1-D SAXS data. The structural models
for the deformed states were 2-dimensional, providing
no information concerning possible deformation pro-
cesses out of the detection plane.

The morphological response to small oscillatory strain
(<6.7%) via synchrotron SAXS25 of a press-molded poly-
(styrene-ethylene-butylene-styrene) triblock copoly-
mer found that the cylinder spacing responded in a
nonaffine manner for both deformation parallel and
perpendicular to the cylinder axis. This nonaffine
response was attributed to contributions to the strain
by misoriented grains which rotate into the stretching
direction during deformation. It should be noted that
both the type of deformation (oscillatory strain) and the

microstructure of the rubbery midblock (hydrogenated
butadiene) differed from most previous deformation
studies of oriented triblocks.

A recent analytical and finite element mechanics
(FEM) treatment of the buckling phenomenon in two
dimensions under plane strain conditions (relevant to
for both lamellar and cylindrical TPEs) has provided
insight into the nature of the undulation instability.26

The microphase texture (the multilayered structure) is
coupled to the macroscopic strain fields via two meso-
scale moduli, associated with hard phase bending and
displacement of the soft phase relative to the hard
phase. Perpendicular deformation of perfectly aligned
multilayered structures causes an initial sinusoidal
buckling, which rapidly develops into a chevron texture
at higher strains. In this model the structure is stabi-
lized against the buckling instability by the shear
modulus of the matrix. The buckling instability is
predicted to correspond to a sharp turnover in the
stress-strain curve. It was found that the onset of the
buckling instability as well as the buckling wavelength
is very sensitive to the boundary conditions. Defects
associated with real materials, such as layer misorien-
tation, grain boundaries, or dislocations, are expected
to play a role in determining the onset and dimensions
of the buckling instability.

1.3. Organization of the Paper. In the present
work, the evolution of the microdomain morphology
during deformation is followed by in situ 2-D synchro-
tron SAXS. The incident beam direction was varied in
order to probe the morphology in two principal direc-
tions: parallel and perpendicular to the cylinder axis
(Figure 1). The initial degree of orientation has impor-
tant implications for the deformation behavior and is
considered first. Representative deformation experi-
ments in the perpendicular and parallel viewing direc-
tions follow. The data are divided into three deformation
regimes: small strain, transition, and large strain.
Emphasis is placed on the large strain results. A
discussion of the deformation mechanism in terms of
kinking concludes the paper. A detailed structural
model for the evolution of the deformed morphology
consistent with the SAXS data presented here is pro-
vided by extensive transmission electron microscopy
(TEM) in the accompanying paper.27

2. Experimental Section

The poly(styrene-isoprene-styrene) (SIS) triblock copoly-
mer was obtained from Dexco (Dexco Polymers, 12012 Wick-
chester, Houston, TX 77079). The triblock has a composition
of 29 wt % PS (26 vol %) as determined by NMR and a total
molecular weight of 101 × 103 as determined by GPC. Together
this information yields block molecular weights of (15-72-
15) × 103. The isoprene midblock has a microstructure
consisting predominantly of 1,4 addition (92%). SAXS analysis
of the cylindrical morphology provides an intercylinder spacing
of 310 Å, which together with the known volume fraction yields
a cylinder diameter of 83 Å.

2.1. Roll-Casting and Sample Preparation. Oriented
films were prepared by the roll-casting technique,28 the es-
sential features of which are shown in Figure 2. Two parallel
rollers, one of stainless steel and the other of Teflon, are driven
by two independent motors and separated by a micrometer-
controlled gap. The procedure used to prepare oriented films
is as follows. The gap and roller speeds are set to typical values
of 0.05-0.4 mm and 9 rpm (shear rate of 0.14 s-1) respectively.
Films of thicker dimensions are prepared by increasing the
gap and adding more solution step-wise. A concentrated
solution (1 weight of polymer/2 volumes of solvent) is intro-

Figure 1. Perpendicular deformation geometry. The sample
is stretched in the z direction (vertical) with the X-ray beam
incident in either the x direction parallel to the cylinder axis
(parallel view) or in the y direction perpendicular to the
cylinder axis (perpendicular view).
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duced into the gap region so that both rollers are uniformly
coated. A box is placed over the roll caster to slow solvent
evaporation. The finished film is allowed to dry before removal
and annealing.

In addition to the gap setting and roller speed, important
processing variables include the concentration of the solution
and evaporation rate. Here a concentration of approximately
33% of polymer in cumene is used. The concentration is chosen
as a compromise between the speed of dissolution and solution
viscosity. Higher polymer concentrations take longer to pre-
pare and are closer to the solution order-disorder transition
(ODT). Lower polymer concentrations require smaller gap
settings to prevent escape of solution from the gap. Cumene,
like toluene, has been found to be a nonpreferential solvent
for the poly(styrene-isoprene) (SI) block copolymer system29

with the additional property of having a lower vapor pres-
sure.30 Slower solvent evaporation leads to an extended period
of orienting during film formation at the expense of a some-
what prolonged drying time.

In addition to residual solvent, freshly roll-cast films contain
a significant amount of residual strain on account of a net
preferential chain orientation along the flow direction.31 Drying
and annealing rids the film of both the residual solvent and
strain as well as increases the degree of orientation. The films
are held between Teflon sheets separated by a spacer to
facilitate unconstrained dimensional relaxation. Films are
dried under vacuum for 1-2 days before the temperature is
ramped to 120 °C for 5-7 days.

2.2. Synchrotron SAXS. Small-angle X-ray scattering
(SAXS) was performed on beamline X-12B at the National
Synchrotron Light Source (NSLS) in the Brookhaven National
Laboratory (BNL). The X-ray wavelength was 1.549 Å while
the sample to detector distance (SDD) varied from 150 to 250
cm. Conversion of detector pixels to the scattering vector q
(Å-1) was performed with the help of cholesteryl myristate32

as primary calibrant and a dried and stained duck tendon as
secondary calibrant. Data obtained from the 2-D position-
sensitive gas-proportional detector (PSD) was corrected for
nonuniformity in response using procedures described at http://
crim12b.nsls.bnl.gov/x12b_det.html. Since scattering was strong
in comparison to the background and only peak positions (not
intensity) were extracted from the data, background was not
subtracted from the raw 2-D SAXS data. Indexing of the
directions and planes in this hexagonal system will be per-
formed using the hkil notation in order to emphasize sym-
metry.33 The HKL notation for hexagonal symmetry is equiva-
lent and necessary to perform crystallographic calculations.34

2.3. Deformation Stage. Deformation experiments were
carried out using a custom built deformation stage while
simultaneously acquiring SAXS data. The deformation stage
applies symmetrical strain via a single stepper motor and
measures load via a 5 lb load cell. Maximum travel is limited
to approximately 90 mm. Load was recorded on a strip-chart

recorder and subsequently digitized and divided by initial
cross-sectional area to yield engineering stress. Engineering
strain was determined from the number of steps from the
stepper motor divided by the initial gage length. Samples were
stamped from roll-cast films of 1-2 mm thickness using steel-
ruled dies of varying widths taking care to properly align the
flow direction perpendicular to the specimen long axis. Typical
deformation parameters include strain rates of 0.5-1 s-1,
gauge lengths of 5-15 mm, and cross sections of 1-2 × 1-3
mm2.

3. Initial Orientation

3.1. Perpendicular View. SAXS patterns of the
sample in the unstretched state (Figure 3) clearly show
a high degree of morphological orientation induced by
the roll-casting process. Figure 3a shows a 2-D SAXS
pattern of an oriented SIS sample in the perpendicular
viewing geometry. The series of peak maxima (labeled
in sequential order by their respective peak position
ratios qn/q1) indicates that the cylinders are highly
aligned in the flow (x) direction. It is apparent that the
peaks have differing intensities as a consequence of form
factor modulation (see below).

The degree of cylinder misorientation about the y axis
can be quantified by the azimuthal width of the peak
intensity. Perfect cylinder orientation along x corre-
sponds to no azimuthal width (delta functions), while
perfect misorientation results in an azimuthal width of
360° (rings). The azimuthal full-width at half-maximum
(fwhm) of the x3 peak in Figure 3a is approximately
15°.

A second statement of the degree of orientation can
be made on the basis of Figure 3a. As demonstrated in
Figure 4, the scattering pattern in Figure 3a should not
exhibit all possible peak ratios for the hexagonal
cylinder lattice if the morphology were perfectly ori-
ented. Since all allowed reflections for a sample with
p6mm symmetry are observed, one can conclude that
the 2-D packing of the cylinders is not that of a perfect
single crystal. The axial misorientation or misorienta-
tion of the cylinder lattice about the x axis accounts for
the observation of all possible peaks for the cylinder
morphology in Figure 3a. The intensities of the peaks
in Figure 3a are thus determined not only by the form
factor (see below) but also by the extent of rotational

Figure 2. Schematic of the roll-caster used to generate
macroscopically oriented films. Two independent, motor-
controlled, parallel rollers counterrotate at a constant fre-
quency. The rollers are separated by a micrometer-controlled
gap. A viscous block copolymer solution is introduced into the
gap region and allowed to undergo microphase separation in
the presence of the flow field. After slow evaporation of the
solvent an oriented film preferentially forms on the stainless-
steel roller. Figure 3. 2-D SAXS patterns of the perpendicular (a) and

parallel (b) views demonstrating the initial degree of orienta-
tion in an unstretched sample. The crossed lines through the
origin in a indicate the range of azimuthal integration used
for Figure 9a.
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misorientation. SAXS patterns in the perpendicular
view geometry of samples oriented via the roll-caster
are a composite of responses from grains of cylinders
with a distribution of orientations about their axes. The
extent of this rotational misorientation can best be
determined by SAXS in the parallel view geometry.

3.2. Parallel View. Figure 3b demonstrates that the
morphological order far exceeds that of a uniaxial fiber
(represented by the rings of Figure 4) and approaches
that of a single crystal (represented by the dots in Figure
4). Here the SAXS pattern obtained in the parallel view
geometry yields direct information on the degree of
rotational misorientation. Most grains of cylinders are
predominantly aligned in such a way that the closest-
packed planes ((101h0)) are parallel to the film edge.
Measurement of the azimuthal width of the peaks in
Figure 3b yield fwhm values between 10 and 13°.

The diffraction pattern in Figure 3b is made up of a
hexagonal lattice modulated by the form factor of a
cylinder. The interrelationship of the lattice factor with
the form factor can best be demonstrated for an unori-
ented sample in Figure 9b. Here, the relative intensities
of the peaks associated with the lattice are shown
modulated by the envelope of the form factor for a
cylinder of radius R ) 83 Å. The peak positions are
simulated for a hexagonal lattice with a lattice constant
of 310 Å appropriate for a volume fraction of 0.26. It is
clear that the first zero of the form factor (at q ) 0.046
Å-1) occurs between the x3 and x4 peaks while the
second zero effectively suppresses the x12 peak.

4. Results
4.1. Perpendicular View Deformation Series.

Figure 5 shows a stress-strain plot of a roll-cast SIS

sample with a cross-sectional area of 3.3 mm wide ×
1.6 mm thick. The horizontal dashed lines at the top
indicate the SAXS sampling frequency on loading and
unloading. The morphology undergoes a continuous
change during the constant strain-rate deformation, so
that each recorded SAXS pattern represents an integra-
tion over a finite time (equivalent strain increment).
This means that each recorded SAXS pattern is made
up of an evolving diffraction pattern. All SAXS mea-
surements as a function of deformation will therefore
be taken with respect to the average strain during the
course of a given SAXS pattern acquisition.

SAXS patterns corresponding to the loading portion
of the stress-strain plot in Figure 5 are shown in Figure
6. For each deformation two images of different intensity
thresholds are displayed. Qualitatively, one can discern
two deformation regimes. At relatively low strains
(<100%) the patterns remain essentially 1-D with the
peaks aligned along the meridian. With increasing
deformation these peaks broaden and the intensity
distribution splits into a characteristic “X”. The X-angle
is defined by the angle between pairs of reflections
normal to the cylinders (see Figure 14b). Note that the
structure giving rise to the pattern at 320% strain is
highly ordered as there are several (>4) orders present
in each arm. An explanation of the morphological
changes giving rise to these diffraction signatures is
provided in the discussion.

4.2. Parallel View Deformation Series. Figure 7
shows a strain-strain plot of a roll-cast SIS sample with
a cross section 1.2 mm wide × 1.9 mm thick. The
reduced cross section of this particular sample generates
a higher stress at a given strain than for the sample in
Figure 5. The sample has also been stretched to a higher
deformation due to the choice of a smaller initial gauge
length. The same sampling frequency as that used for
the experiment in Figure 5 is employed, resulting in a
larger strain increment during a given exposure time.

Figure 4. (a) Indexed (hkil) section of reciprocal space of a
lattice with symmetry p6mm. The black dots refer to the
diffracted peak positions of a perfect crystal, while the rings
refer to the intensity distribution of a uniaxial (fiber-sym-
metric) sample. With increasing radii the rings represent
spacing ratios of 1, x3, x4, x7, and x9. The (12h10) and
(1h21h0) pair which belong to the x3 family and the (101h0) and
(1h010) pair which belong to the x1 family are aligned along
and normal to the stretching direction, respectively. The peaks
tracked in subsequent analysis are boxed. Note that the film
surface is parallel to the closest-packed {101h0} planes and that
the stretching direction (SD) is vertical. (b) Table listing the
expected reflections for indicated traces of the Ewald sphere
(lines AA′, BB′, CC′) passing through the origin of the diagram
at left. Line AA′ corresponds to the perpendicular view
geometry. Note that it is possible for a sample with a cylinder
morphology to exhibit a reflection for every allowed |qhkil| when
X-rays are incident normal to the cylinders, even if the
azimuthal misorientation is not complete (see Figure 3b).

Figure 5. Stress-strain plot corresponding to the SAXS data
of Figure 6 for a sample stretched perpendicular to the cylinder
axis (Figure 1) at a strain rate of 0.5 s-1. The dashed lines at
the top indicate data acquisition periods for the loading and
unloading cycles, respectively. Larger exposure times are
required for patterns taken at high deformation because of
sample thinning due to the Poisson effect. The short and long
dashes correspond to 10 and 30 s exposures, respectively.
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As the cylinders are deformed normal to their axes,
the hexagonal pattern shown in Figure 8a changes
continuously. Those peaks along the SD move toward
the origin, while the peaks normal to SD move away
from it. The remaining peaks move according to the

magnitude of their components along and normal to the
SD, respectively. The rings of diffraction seen in Figure
8a are immediately distorted into ellipses (Figure 8b).
The hexagonal symmetry of the cylinder packing is
broken by the deformation. The symmetry of the re-
maining patterns about the origin during the course of
the deformation is that of point group 2 mm.

As in the perpendicular view geometry experiment,
the intensities of the observed peaks are modulated by
the form factor. In Figure 8, parts b and c, the x3
peaks along the SD, the (1h21h0) and (12h10) peaks,
according to the indexing of Figure 4, gain in intensity
as they move away from the zero of the form factor
(indicated by the circle). Upon further increase in
deformation, the two x1 peaks normal to the SD,
(1h010) and (101h0), move away from the origin and lose
intensity. In Figure 8c, at 140% strain, these two peaks
are very weak, but they later regain relative strength,
as they move beyond the zero of the form factor (Figure
8d). The peaks at higher values of q are more difficult
to observe. Those along the stretching direction become
obscured by the first zero of the form factor as they move
toward the origin, while those near the equator (normal
to SD) move away from the origin and become obscured
by the second form factor zero. Those peaks neither
along nor normal to the SD are collapsed toward the qy
axis at large qy (see Figure 8, parts b and c). The
elliptical shape of the diffraction “rings” at low deforma-
tions (<100%) may still be discerned at higher deforma-
tions if one connects the peaks belonging to the same
family (e.g., the x1 peaks in Figure 8d). At these large

Figure 6. 2-D SAXS as a function of strain for an SIS triblock cylinder morphology undergoing perpendicular deformation in
the perpendicular view geometry (see Figure 1). With increasing deformation the peaks making up the 1-D intensity profile move
toward the origin, change in relative intensity, and broaden until at approximately 130% strain they split in two. Thereafter, a
characteristic “X” pattern develops (here shown at 320% strain). Even at the highest deformations there are several peaks making
up each arm. The structure at these high deformations remains highly ordered.

Figure 7. Stress-strain plot corresponding to the SAXS data
of Figure 8. The dashed lines at the top indicate data
acquisition periods for the loading and unloading cycles,
respectively. A smaller cross-section and shorter gauge length
account for the higher stress and strain compared to Figure
5.
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deformations, however, these ellipses have very large
aspect ratios (ratio of the major/minor axes).

5. Discussion
5.1. Small Strain Regime. 1-D traces of the inten-

sity along the SD for the perpendicular view data set of
Figure 6 are shown in Figure 9a. The relative intensity
of the x1 peak decreases while that of the x3 peak
grows. The intersection of the peak position with the
Ewald sphere and the location of the peak relative to
the zero of the cylinder form factor account for this
effect. The two pairs of x1 peaks nearest the SD
((1h100) and (11h00); (01h10) and (011h0)) move away from
the Ewald sphere (here, the xz plane) (Figure 8) so that
the intensity observed in the perpendicular view (line
AA′ in Figure 4) decreases. The (1h21h0) and (12h10) peaks
simultaneously grow in intensity as they move away
from the zero of the form factor and toward the origin.
The intensity of the other peaks is strongly modulated
during the course of the deformation as they move
toward or away from the zero of the form factor. If the
relative peak intensities are taken as a guide to the
position of the form factor zero, close inspection of
Figure 9a indicates that the form factor zero remains
fairly constant in position. This implies that the glassy
PS cylinder cross section does not change during the
deformation. The same conclusion was reached for PS
spheres stretched to large deformations.12

The spacing between the (1h21h0) planes (Figure 4) can
be determined from the x3 peak position of Figure 9a.
A Gaussian fit was performed for each x3 peak in
Figure 9a and the data plotted in Figure 10. With
increasing deformation the (1h21h0) planes separate in a
linear and nearly affine manner up to the split of the
1-D SAXS pattern into an “X” (Figure 6).

The parallel view, on the other hand, provides an
opportunity to follow the distortion of the hexagonal

lattice in the direction normal to the SD (y direction)
via the (101h0) peaks (Figure 4). As the (101h0) peaks
move away from the origin, the spacing between the
(101h0) planes decreases (Figure 11). The lattice becomes
significantly compressed in the y direction.

With microstrain information from two orthogonal
directions, the y and the z directions, it is possible to
cross-plot the data in order to estimate Poisson’s ratio
in the yz plane, υyz, which is defined as the negative
ratio of the lateral incremental contraction to the
extension in the SD:

where ε is the true strain given by

For a body with orthotropic symmetry, there are six
Poisson’s ratios.35-37 A plot of εy vs εz provides -νyz as
the slope. The slope in Figure 12 yields a Poisson ratio
of 0.91. As the data in the y direction are sparse, only a
few points are available.

An analysis of data from Hadziioannou et al. provides
confirmation of this unusual result.21 Figure 12 also
plots true strain normal to the SD vs true strain in the
SD measured in both real space (actual sample dimen-
sions) and reciprocal space. The Poisson ratios (υyz) for
the real space and reciprocal space data are 0.86 and
0.91, respectively. The available data indicates that the
Poisson ratio in the y-z plane for this oriented cylindri-
cal microcomposite is closer to 1.0 than the usual value
of 0.5 for isotropic rubbery materials. The significance
of this result will be discussed in section 6.1.

Figure 8. 2-D SAXS as a function of strain for an SIS triblock cylinder morphology viewed parallel to the cylinder axis (Figure
1). The initial hexagonal pattern (a) distorts continuously with increasing deformation. The circle of radius q ) 0.046 Å-1 represents
the location of the zero of the form factor. Note how the (1h010) and (101h0) peaks disappear into the form factor zero in part c and
reemerge in part d.

νyz )
-εy

εz

εtrue ) ln( d
do

)
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5.2. Transition Regime. The transition between the
low strain regime of the deformation and the high strain
region is characterized by the splitting of the 1-D SAXS
profile in the perpendicular view (Figure 6d). The peak
width in the perpendicular view continually broadens
until two centroids of intensity can be resolved. The
splitting of the x3 peak (Figure 3) is presented as a
series of traces along the x axis across the peak
maximum as a function of engineering strain in Figure
13. The exact point at which the broad streaks localize
into pairs of distinct peaks upon loading is difficult to
establish, but is at a strain < 130%. Another estimate
for the transition strain can be made by considering
Figures 10a and 11. In both cases extrapolations of the
d-spacing dependence within the pre- and post-split
deformation regimes yield transition strains of ap-
proximately 115% and 100%, respectively. Note that the
sample in Figure 11 had a smaller cross-sectional aspect
ratio than that in Figure 10. Comparison with the
stress-strain curves (Figures 5 and 7) suggests that
widespread kinking as measured by the transition
strain (100%-130%) occurs just after the bend in the
loading curve. It seems reasonable to suspect that the

onset of localized kinking occurs earlier as indicated by
the broadened of the peaks in Figure 6c.

5.3. Large Strain Regime. After the x3 peaks split
into an X-pattern, the arms of the “X” rotate away from
each other with increasing deformation. Figure 14a
tracks the angle between the arms of the “X” as a
function of deformation. The X is first resolved at
approximately 130% strain at an angle of 50° and
continues to increase as far as the sample is stretched
(Figure 14b). At the highest deformations, the rate of
increase levels off and becomes asymptotic. Upon un-
loading, the X is observed down to an angle of 10° and
a strain of 25%. The hysteresis of the X-arm motion
during a loading/unloading cycle begins at strains less
than 200%. The unloading portion of the X-angle curve
is linear and extends almost back to the origin in
contrast to the loading portion, which begins only after
a strain of approximately 130%.

Figure 9. (a) Plot of log(intensity) vs qz (along SD) for select
SAXS patterns of the perpendicular view data set shown in
Figure 6. Traces were obtained by integrating pie-shaped
wedges (Figure 3a) or thin rectangles aligned with the SD.
Both methods were performed to yield the two traces at 32%
strain. The average strains during data acquisition are
indicated and the plots have been offset for clarity. The first
and second form factor zeros for a cylinder of radius ) 83 Å
are indicated by the thin vertical lines. (b) Multiplication of
the square of the form factor (solid thin line) with the lattice
factor (solid thick lines) results in the 1-D scattering function
shown above for an unoriented sample. The curve is con-
structed for a cylinder with a radius R ) 83 Å and a lattice
constant of 310 Å consistent with the morphology investigated.
The reflection ratios label the peak positions with increasing
q. Note that the x12 peak is suppressed by the second zero of
the form factor.

Figure 10. (a) Interplanar spacing of the (1h21h0) peak which
corresponds to the x3 peak of Figure 3a. Here, the deforma-
tion process can be divided into two stages, an initial linear
regime of increasing intercylinder spacing and a later regime
of fairly constant spacing. The onset of extensive kinking is
estimated to be between 100 and 130% strain. (b) Engineering
microstrain plotted as a function of applied macrostrain. A
slope of 0.92 indicates a high degree of affineness in the
deformation up to a strain of 120%.

Figure 11. Interplanar spacing corresponding to the (1h010)
peak normal to the SD for the data set of Figure 8 plotted as
a function of applied engineering strain. The lattice becomes
compressed along y as observed by the linear decrease in the
(1h010) interplanar spacing. At higher deformations (>120%)
the spacing remains fairly constant. The boxes represent
loading while the diamonds represent unloading. These data
indicate a two-stage process in the lateral (y) dimension of the
distorted hexagonal lattice. The horizontal dashed line shows
position of zero of the cylinder form factor which causes loss
of (1h010) peak intensity in its vicinity (solid rings in Figure
8).
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The 2-D SAXS patterns describing the progression of
deformation in the perpendicular incidence geometry
can be quantified by considering the peak positions as
a function of the deformation. Though the position of
the centroid of a peak may not always be the same as
the position of the peak maximum, in the following it
is the position of the peak maximum that is reported.
Figure 14c shows the trace of the position of the x3
peak for the deformation run described previously. The
direction of the deformation is indicated by arrows. The
x3 peak moves toward the origin during the loading

cycle and as shown in Figure 6, then splits apart to form
an X-pattern. Upon unloading, the peaks follow a
different, more direct path back towards the initial point
of the deformation. The figure shows a slight asymmetry
about the stretching direction which is also reflected in
the 2-D SAXS patterns (Figure 6). It has been found to
be difficult to align the morphology with the stretching
direction to give a perfectly symmetric X-pattern during
a perpendicular stretch. Upon kinking, the amount of
hysteresis in the path of deformation increases. The
further along the circle in Figure 14c that the x3
peaks travels on loading and the more time spent at
load, the more irreversible the deformation as described
by the recovery path (triangles in Figure 14c).

6. Deformation Mechanism

6.1. Small Strain. In light of the available data, a
mechanism is proposed to explain the deformation

Figure 12. Plot of εy (microstrain along y) vs εz (microstrain
along z). The negative slope of the filled symbols yields a
Poisson ratio of 0.91. The open symbols represent a perpen-
dicular stretch experiment on a 7.5-35-7.5 molecular weight
SIS triblock of Hadziioannou et al.21 Both direct space mea-
surements of the sample dimensions (diamonds) and reciprocal
space measurements of the lattice (circles) have nearly the
same slope. The real space fit yields a Poisson ratio of 0.86,
whereas the reciprocal space data fit yields a Poisson ratio of
0.91. The dashed lines indicate Poisson ratios of 0.5 and 1,
respectively.

Figure 13. Intensity vs qx for the x3 peak obtained by
placing a rectangle around the peak and integrating along z
(SD). The peak split is readily resolved at a strain of 130%,
but begins to form earlier. The strong initial increase in the
peak intensity is due to the modulation of the moving peak
by the invariant cylinder form factor.

Figure 14. (a) Plot of the angle between the x3 peaks in an
“X” pattern as a function of deformation. (b) Schematic
diagrams of the extremes of the positions of the split x3 peak
on loading. (c) Trace of x3 peak position during a loading/
unloading cycle at perpendicular incidence. The arrows indi-
cate the direction of peak movement during the deformation.
A circle of radius 0.018 Å-1 has been placed about the origin
to indicate how after X pattern formation the x3 peak
follows the arc of a circle. The filled points represent data from
the patterns in Figure 8.
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process during a perpendicular stretching experiment.
As the sample begins to deform, the cylinders move
apart along z in a nearly affine manner. The SAXS data
taken with the X-ray beam at perpendicular incidence
show an increase in spacing between cylinders in the
SD, which is nearly equal to the macroscopic applied
strain (Figure 10b). The rubber matrix, being intimately
connected to the PS cylinder via covalent bonds, follows
the movement of the cylinders. The cylinders therefore,
act as markers for the deformation of the matrix up
until the onset of kinking.

As the rubber stretches in the SD, it contracts in the
lateral direction in an attempt to preserve volume. This
lateral contraction can be monitored by the movement
of the Bragg peaks arising from the (1h010) and (101h0)
planes along the equator (Figure 4). Data from Figure
12 show that the lateral contraction in the y-z plane is
larger than that expected for an ideal rubber. This
initially somewhat surprising result can be readily
understood if the anisotropy of the structure is kept in
mind. While the matrix is being stretched in the SD, it
attempts to contract in the plane normal to the SD in
order to preserve volume. Since the glassy cylinders are
all oriented in the x direction, the matrix is highly
constrained in this direction. The direction of least
resistance to contraction is therefore the y direction,
which then experiences a preferential contraction much
greater than that of an unconstrained isotropic rubber.

For an ideal fiber-reinforced composite of perfectly
oriented incompressible fibers (oriented along the x
direction) perfectly adhering to a rubbery matrix, one
can anticipate that for every unit of perpendicular
extension (along the z direction), one unit of lateral
contraction (along the y direction) would result. The
Poisson ratio in the y-z plane would be equal to 1, while
the Poisson ratio in the x-z plane would equal 0. Hence,
the rubbery matrix would continue to undergo a con-
stant volume deformation. Because of the fibers aligned
in the x direction, the matrix deformation is constrained
to the y-z plane. Here, the data from the present study
as well as that available from the literature21 indicates
that νyz has a value of approximately 0.9 (Figure 12).
Finally, it should be noted that this experimental result
was anticipated by some of those involved in the earliest
studies of oriented cylinders morphology.17

Several possible reasons exist for why the experimen-
tally measured Poisson ratio does not equal that of the
ideal case. Perhaps the most significant of these is the
misalignment of the cylinder axis with respect to the
compression direction. If the cylinder normals are not
perfectly aligned along the SD, the effectiveness of the
cylinders in resisting the compressive force of the matrix
is drastically reduced. Sample preparation and align-
ment may also exacerbate this problem; e.g., the tensile
specimen may be imperfectly mounted with respect to
the SD. Furthermore, the average cylinder normal
within the tensile specimen may not be aligned with

the sample’s long axis due to misalignment of the die
used to stamp out the tensile specimen from the roll-
cast film. Indeed, a perfectly symmetric X-pattern
during a perpendicular deformation experiment is rare
(Figure 6). The consequence of cylinder misalignment
is that any change in the dimension of the sample in
the x direction reduces the need for the matrix to
contract exclusively in the y direction, thereby reducing
the Poisson’s ration in the y-z plane.

The constraint in deformation along the x direction
arises not only from the anisotropic morphology but also
potentially from the sample geometry itself. Indeed, the
difference in sample cross section for the two tensile
specimens under consideration partially accounts for the
difference in strain at the kinking transition. This effect
can be understood in terms of the limiting behavior of
elastically deformable materials. A sample of infinite
width and infinitesimal thickness would be in a state
of plane strain under deformation as the width dimen-
sion would not be able to change.38 As the cross-sectional
aspect ratio approaches 1, the deformation behavior is
better characterized as uniaxial. Since the morphologi-
cal constraint operates in the width direction, the plane
strain condition is accentuated.

A slope of 0.9 in the relationship between lattice
deformation and sample deformation in Figure 10b
strongly suggests a nearly affine deformation. The
affineness of the deformation is connected to Poisson’s
ratio. With this particular morphology and this particu-
lar deformation geometry, perfectly affine deformation
would require a Poisson ratio νyz of 1. This affineness is
found to persist to a deformation of about 120% (Figure
10), at which point the morphology undergoes wide-
spread kinking. Other authors have investigated the
extent of affineness in similar samples with various
results as can be seen in Table 1. The strain at which
the deformation is no longer observed to be affine is that
at which kinking becomes widespread. Onset of wide-
spread kinking, in turn, depends critically on the extent
and quality of global orientation.

6.2. Transition Strain. The transition between the
initial affine deformation at strains < 100% and the
later large strain deformation at strains > 130% rep-
resents the regime in which the oriented cylinders kink
into a chevron pattern. Although the present experi-
mental data is not sensitive to precisely what happens
during the transition, a tentative mechanism consistent
with the available data at low and high strains is
nonetheless proposed. As the axial stress on the PS
cylinders increases, locally misaligned regions (due to
defects) are no longer able to support the compression.
A moment between the applied compressive force and
the component of cylinder misalignment develops and
those moments along the y axis are promoted at the
expense of all others as their development relieves stress
in the SD. The result is that the misaligned cylinders
turn predominantly clockwise or counterclockwise in the

Table 1. Studies of Affiness in Perpendicular Deformation Experiments on Oriented Cylinders

ref deformation affine?
maximum strain of

affine behavior

maximum
strain

investigated material

Odell and Keller, 197718 yes 20% 50% SBS
Hadziioannou et al., 197721,47 yes 50% 50% SIS
Pakula et al., 198524 “uniform extension until yield point” yield point (between 20 and 70%) 500% SBS
Fairclough et al., 200025 no 6.7% 6.7% S-EB-Sa

this study nearly affine (υyz ) 0.9) 100-130% 700% SIS
a Poly(styrene-co-ethylene-butylene-styrene).
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x-z plane. Resisting this autocatalytic increase in
bending of the cylinders is the shear resistance of the
rubber and the plastic work associated with bending the
PS rods. As the cylinders turn, the rubber matrix
between cylinders undergoes shear. This shear resis-
tance helps to prevent the misaligned cylinders from
kinking immediately upon application of the compres-
sive stress. Since the stress-strain curve does not
exhibit a sharp yield point in shear, a specific shear
strength for the rubber matrix does not exist. The shear
resistance of the rubber matrix increases nonlinearly.

Regions of varying degrees of misalignment are scat-
tered throughout the volume of the sample. The kinking
process therefore cannot occur everywhere simulta-
neously, but develops in a more continuous manner.
Those regions of greater misalignment will nucleate
kinks and these grow first, whereas well-aligned regions
resist kinking. The sharpness of the kinking transition
is expected to depend strongly on the number, nature,
and degree of misorientation of the aligned cylinders.

In contrast, for a perfectly aligned microdomain
composite, upon reaching the critical stress, kinks will
form catastrophically. From a continuum standpoint,
the stress-strain curve of such an ideal sample would
follow the elastic-perfectly plastic model as has been
suggested.26 The cylinders are stretched apart affinely
until the critical strain at which the cylinders coopera-
tively kink. However, a continuum treatment ignores
the impact of the chain stretching of the matrix rubber
which controls the shape of the stress-strain curve in
this regime. Here, the stress-strain curve is best
modeled as a constrained rubber in plane strain. The
material would reversibly deform by following the
stress-strain curve of a rubber in plane strain condi-
tions up until the critical kinking stress. The stress-
strain response of an ideal composite would carry the
constrained rubber to higher strains (and stresses)
before kinking (Figure 15) as the ideal composite would

be free of kink-inducing defects. After catastrophic
kinking the deformation would proceed irreversibly as
the kinked PS rods continued bending.

The kinking transition is most easily observed via
SAXS with the incident beam perpendicular to the
cylinder axis (Figure 6, also see Figure 13). With the
incident beam parallel to the cylinder axis, close inspec-
tion of the movement of the (1h010) peak (Figure 11) as
a function of deformation also reveals a discontinuity
at a strain value nearly that found for the perpendicular
view (Figure 10a). As the hexagonal lattice is com-
pressed laterally, the cylinders move closer together.
The constraint along x due to the oriented cylinders is
removed upon widespread kinking. At this point the rate
of contraction along y almost drops to zero as revealed
in the fairly constant (1h010) interplanar spacing of
Figure 11 at strain > 120%. Thus, the kinking transition
makes itself apparent in the movement of the cylinders
in the y direction which can only be followed with SAXS
at parallel incidence.

A recent 2-D theoretical study predicts chevron
formation to occur via buckling.26 The glassy component
profile at the instability (3% strain) is modeled as a
sinusoid which then transforms to a chevron pattern
at higher (10-20%) strains. The main difference to our
system within the small strain regime is the extent of
the affine deformation. Whereas the 2-D model of Read
et al. predicts affine deformation up to a strain of 3%,
we measure affine deformation extending at least to
100%, due in large part of the ability of the structure
to contract in the third (y axis) direction.

6.3. Large Strain. After formation of the well-defined
X-pattern at approximately 130% strain (Figure 13),
further motion of the x3 peaks occurs about the origin
along the trace of a circle (Figure 14c). This motion
indicates a rotation of the scattering objects at constant
q. TEM data27demonstrate, however, that the kinked
cylinders turn toward the SD via a shearing process.
These two different statements about the movement of
the cylinders during deformation beyond kinking are
combined into a deformation mechanism involving
simultaneous shear and dilation along the SD.

Figure 16 distinguishes the two cases of pure rotation
and pure shear in real and reciprocal space. Pure
rotation requires that qrot remains constant, while for
pure shear, qshear increases with θ. The model, which
accounts for both SAXS and TEM data, combines a
shearing mechanism with a concurrent increase in d
spacing so that the intercylinder spacing remains
constant. Figure 17 illustrates this shearing-plus-dila-
tion model.

7. Conclusions

A poly(styrene-isoprene-styrene) triblock copolymer
with a cylinder morphology was oriented via roll-casting.
The extent of orientation was characterized by SAXS
with the incident beam parallel and perpendicular to
the cylinder axis. The azimuthal width of the Bragg
peaks at perpendicular incidence indicated that most
of the rods were oriented parallel within 15° of one
another (misorientation about y). At parallel incidence
the rotational misorientation of the cylinders was
measured to be approximately 11-13° (misorientation
about x). The system, though not a single crystal, has a
much higher degree of orientation than that of a
uniaxial fiber.

Figure 15. (a) Schematic stress-strain plot for a perfect
composite vs a real material in perpendicular deformation. The
stress-strain curve up until the kinking transition is equiva-
lent to a rubber in a plane strain condition. The release of this
condition occurs at lower strains in a real material as
compared to an ideal system due to defects. (b) Schematic plot
of the fraction of material that has undergone kinking. The
ideal composite transforms catastrophically, while the trans-
formation of the real material is more continuous.
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On the basis of the 2-D SAXS patterns obtained with
the incident beam along y, two regimes of deformation
can be distinguished. At strains up to approximately
100%, the pattern remains essentially one-dimensional.
The peaks move in toward the origin and change in
intensity depending on their location with respect to the
zero of the form factor and Ewald sphere. The initial

intercylinder spacing of 310 Å increases to approxi-
mately 680 Å. At 100-130% deformation the peaks
broaden and split to form an X-pattern. Thereafter the
angle between the arms of the X increases asymptoti-
cally, and the peaks follow the a circular path about the
origin indicating a constant intercyinder spacing at
about 680 Å. The loading/unloading path of deformation
is dissimilar, the kinked cylinders straighten propor-
tionally to the extent of unloading (Figure 14), consis-
tent with the hysteresis.

2-D SAXS patterns taken with the incident beam
along the cylinder axis (parallel view) show a continuous
distortion with increasing deformation. The 6mm sym-
metry associated with the hexagonal packing of the
lattice is immediately reduced to 2 mm symmetry. The
motion of the (1h010) reflections oriented along the
equator show a discontinuity at a strain nearly equal
to the X pattern transition strain found in the perpen-
dicular view.

In combination with TEM data reported elsewhere,27

the SAXS data allow a description of the deformation
process. The low strain regime is associated with a
nearly affine separation of the cylinders along z (the SD)
together with a lateral contraction along y (the neutral
direction). The extension along z is almost completely
balanced by the lateral contraction in the y direction.
The Poisson’s ratio in the y-z plane is measured to be
approximately 0.9. This result is interpreted in terms
of a constrained rubber undergoing constant volume
deformation. The deviation of the measured Poisson’s
ratio from that of a perfectly oriented specimen (νyz )
1) is primarily attributed to morphological defects and
sample misorientation.

The onset of a kinking instability in which the
cylinders kink into a chevron pattern is ascribed to
regions of misoriented cylinders which can no longer
support the compressive stress along x. The finite shear
resistance of the rubber matrix as well as the resistance
of the PS rods to bending prevents these regions from
undergoing this kinking stability immediately. The
X-ray peak broadening at the kinking transition is
interpreted as a distribution of cylinder segments which
have locally kinked to different extents.

At higher strains the kinked cylinders undergo si-
multaneous shear and dilation as they turn toward the
stretching direction. This combination of deformation
modes is most consistent with both the SAXS data
which suggests cylinder rotation and the TEM data
(reported elsewhere)27 which suggests shear. The cyl-
inders remain well ordered and highly cooperative at
even the highest strains as evidenced by SAXS patterns
showing up to seven reflections.

Having identified the kinking transition as a critical
step in the perpendicular deformation of highly oriented
cylinders, future work could focus on determining the
sensitivity of the transition strain to various material
parameters such as molecular weight, moduli of the
components, defects, and orientation of the structure.
Modeling might attempt to include the influence of the
rubber matrix on the kinking transition in terms of a
entropic network in plane strain. Further elucidation
of the deformation mechanism is expected by examining
the role of the bridging blocks.39 The feasibility for the
determination of the molecular orientation of both the
PS and rubbery midblocks has been shown for unori-
ented samples using infrared dichroism.40,41 Wide-angle
X-ray scattering (WAXS) indicates that the rubbery

Figure 16. Schematic diagram distinguishing pure rotation
(left) and pure shear (right) in real space (top) and reciprocal
space (bottom) for a stack of rods of initial spacing Do.

Figure 17. Schematic of the post-kink deformation process
at perpendicular incidence. SAXS shows that after kinking,
the cylinders turn into the SD without a change in the
intercylinder distance (Figure 14c). The cylinders shear into
the SD (step 1) and simultaneously dilate (step 2). This
shearing-plus-dilation model accounts for the motion of the
x3 peak along a circle as well as the chevron pattern in the
TEM images.27
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chains become highly oriented in the stretching direc-
tion at the highest deformations.41

The understanding gained by investigating the de-
formation of highly oriented styrene-diene triblock
copolymer systems is expected to aid in the correct
interpretation of the influence of chemistry on the
mechanical properties of block copolymers. Indeed,
improved mechanical properties motivate the prepara-
tion of triblocks of different chemical identity.42-46

However, without the ability to separate the influence
of morphology from chemistry on the mechanical prop-
erties, the correlation of morphological and chemical
structure with mechanical properties will remain simply
a correlation.
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